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Innocent
Little boys
Little girls
Laughing and playing
Peace,
BANG!!!!!
One kid down
Screaming,
Crying,
BANG!!!!!
Another person down
A teacher,
Frightened,
Fear
Footsteps going down the hall
Little boys, little girls
Full of innocence
Running for there,
Life
Sandy Hook Elementary School, Connecticut

Many people lost loved ones
Relatives, sibling, children
Kindergarten students
Teachers
My school practices
Lockdown due to this incident
Nobody gets in and nobody gets out
We must cover the windows
Shield ourselves
We are to be unseen
Doors locked, lights off
But hearts
Open
And hopeful
Must need a visitor pass
To travel around my
School

People say the causes of
Violence
Are troubles at home?
And
That person tends to take it out on
Others
Isn't right, nobody should do that
Yelling
Pushing
Fear
Bullying
Must end
I will help to end it

Talk about it to the people in uniform
Start a program for troubled
People of all ages
Get their feelings out
Why are they violent?
Who causes them to be violent?
What causes them to be violent?
I will figure this out
If it is the last thing I do
Determination to help others
With they're past present and future
Problems
Start a new life
And
Leave behind the
Old

Violence does exist and leads to many horrible things
We can overcome those
Horrible violent tragedies
Together

Sandy Hook School
Makes me think of Connecticut
When I think of that state I think of
Strength
Hope
The people of the sandy hook school
Community
Got through that tragedy
Together as if they were a family